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iCommerce Blockchain Trust Business Registry

Division of Corporations: 4th Quarter 2023 Report

A Message from the Corporate Registrar, Mrs. Yanely Martinez

The Blockchain Trust's Corporate Registry Franchise continues
to experience unprecedented growth.

In the 4th quarter of 2023 we added more than 6,277,979
Blockchain business entities throughout the franchise. Total business entities 
topped 6.2 million at 4th quarter-end with 75.3% growth in new formations of 
Blockchain Trusts and 13.3% in the number of new Blockchain Banks added.

www.blockchaintrust.pro

Consistent with past year, the Blockchain International Corporate Registry Authority 
continues to be the domicile of choice for entrepreneurs across the world, who 
wish to register their decentralized Blockchain Corporations & Trusts without the 
control of any Government or Central Authority.

Approximately 93 percent of all Blockchain Trust registrations came from a global 
clientele, evidencing the need for our services worldwide.

Business owners and investors have the discretion to select any jurisdiction as their legal home for their 
business entity. However, they consistently choose the Blockchain International Corporate Registry for four 
main reasons:

   1.  The decentralized Nature of the Blockchain Trust registration process is widely regarded as the most 
advanced and flexible business trust formation statute in the world.

   2.  Nation boundary only exists on the globe. With Blockchain International, entrepreneurs can get their 
blockchain trust company registered from anywhere in the world, regardless of their nationality.

   3.  We are the world's most advanced, fast-moving, and adaptable Blockchain registry authority.

   4.  The iCommerce Blockchain Business Registry provides prompt, friendly, professional and super 
fast service enabling. global entrepreneurs to register their tax-exempt Blockchain Corporation or 
Blockchain Trust in less than 30 minutes.

6,277,979
Total Blockchain Entity 
Formations in 4Q 2023

75.3%
Total Blockchain Trust

Portfolio growth
for 4Q 2023

93%
Percent of Blockchain Trust 

Registrations in 2023 chosen by 
international clients to make the 
Blockchain their corporate home

6.2m
Over 6.2 million legal entities 

incorporated on the Blockchain

0%
Taxes for all decentralized
Blockchain Companies &

Blockchain Trusts
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Total Blockchain Business Entity Formations in 2022 - 2023/4Q

Blockchain Business Entity Formations CY 2022-2023 Totals

2022 CY 2023 - 4Q Total Asset Value
LLCs                                  Asset Value per Entity: $   2,999.00 --    196,906 $      590,521,094
Corporations                  Asset Value per Entity: $   2,999.00 --    515,583 $   1,546,233,417
Investment Banks        Asset Value per Entity: $ 49,000.00 33    835,275 $40,928,475,000
Blockchain Trusts         Asset Value per Entity: $   2,999.00 31 4,730,215 $14,185,914,785
Total Blockchain Business Entities 64 6,277,979 $57,251,144,296

BLOCKCHAIN-BASED CORPORATE REGISTRIES
HAVE NUMEROUS ADVANTAGES

Records are immutable: no one can remove them once a record is published. They are publicly available to 
anyone to search for and consult. You have complete traceability of corporate records.

Records are digital: papers and signature checks are not needed anymore. Transferring ownership of records 
is as easy as sending an email. There is no point in failure since all infrastructure is decentralized.

Security: Blockchain technology uses cryptographic algorithms, giving all operations a high degree of 
protection.

No Central Authority & No Government Interference!

Blockchain technology is not a trustless technology but rather a confidence machine.

2022

 51.56%   Investment Banks (33)

48.43%   Blockchain Trusts (31)

2023 - 4Q

   3.1%   LLCs            (196,906)

  8.2%   Corporations           (515,583)

 13.3%   Investment Banks   (835,275)

75.3%   Blockchain Trusts (4,730,215)

   3.1%   LLCs        (196,906)

 13.3%   Investment Banks       (835,275)

  8.2%   Corporations        (515,583)

75.3%   Blockchain Trusts   (4,730,215)
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Total Number of Blockchain Entities in our Asset Portfolio
for the Commodity-Backed Blockchain Bank Stable Coin

THE BBSC STABLE COIN
2023 - 4Q

1. BLOCKCHAIN BANK ASSET PORTFOLIO     835,275

2. BLOCKCHAIN TRUST ASSET PORTFOLIO
--
--
--
--
--
--

1,007,611

3. BLOCKCHAIN TRUST ASSET PORTFOLIO 1,007,958

4. BLOCKCHAIN TRUST ASSET PORTFOLIO 1,013,507

5. BLOCKCHAIN TRUST ASSET PORTFOLIO 1,004,824

6. BLOCKCHAIN TRUST ASSET PORTFOLIO    696,315

7. BLOCKCHAIN CORPORATE ASSET PORTFOLIO     515,583

8. BLOCKCHAIN LLC's ASSET PORTFOLIO    196,906

Total BLOCKCHAIN Portfolio Transactions 6,277,979

Blockchain Corporate Asset Portfolio for the Commodity Backed Blockchain Bank Stable Coin 
(BBSC). The BBSC Coin offers 2:1 security pledge for each issued BBSC Stable-Coin. You can verify 
our Asset Portfolio directly on OpenSea and Polygon.

It has been my honor and privilege these past 2 years as Corporate Registrar to be able to promote the great 
tax advantages, privacy and the freedom of decentralized Blockchain Corporations to empower entrepreneurs 
in so many ways, including domestically and abroad. You have my commitment to maintaining this extremely 
important tradition of ensuring that the iCommerce Blockchain Corporate Registry works hard every day to 
meet the needs of our corporate owners as well as provide them with the fastest and best experience possible.

Sincerely,
Yanely Martinez

Mrs. Martinez serves as the Blockchain Corporate Registrar and oversees the more than 
six Million Blockchain Entities, including the Division of Corporations, at the Blockchain 
International Corporate Registry Authority.

The Blockchain International Corporate Registry Authority offers a revolutionary Blockchain registration 
platform that is simpler to use, more secure than existing systems and designed to take advantage of the 
inevitable changes in both law and blockchain technology. There is simply nothing like it in existence today and 
the Blockchain Company represents the future of business, estate, tax and asset protection planning.

The real power of the Blockchain Company comes with the asset registration feature. Users have the power 
to record every asset transfer to the Blockchain Company within the blockchain itself. This means at death, a 
successor trustee will not only have immediate access to the company itself, but will have a full and current 
accounting of all the assets of the Corporation.

We share a common goal for all – achieving individual sovereignty and independence from Government tyranny 
for entrepreneurs across the world. 
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https://opensea.io/collection/bicrap
https://opensea.io/blockchainbank
https://polygonscan.com/token/0x770413cF97f033bD53D833a7e7870dA2dD610696
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We must start with an incorruptible foundation, which cannot be owned, issued or controlled by any man-made 

political authority; it must emerge organically as a transparent, voluntary ‘constitution in code’ decentralized 

from any Government authority or any Central Bank.

THE BLOCKCHAIN MAKES THE FOLLOWING POSSIBLE
FOR YOUR BLOCKCHAIN TRUST REGISTRATION:

Complete autonomy and unlimited asset control!

Accountability and transparency!

Facilities for cryptocurrency payment across the world!

Ease of registration and access!

Easy transfer of ownership in case you want to sell your Blockchain Trust in the future.

24/7/365 availability and accessibility!

100% accuracy guarantee!

100% Security and registration on the Blockchain Networks with
Transaction Hash Number & Proof of Stake!

100% decentralized and not controled by any Government or Central Authority!

Low setup costs including all benefits as stated above!

100% ownership!

No hidden fees!

100% Tax Freedom!
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register@blockchaintrust.pro

register@blockchaintrust.pro

executive@blockchaintrust.pro

register@blockchaintrust.pro
executive@blockchaintrust.pro

